Burford 2022 Client Outlook
How companies and law firms mitigate risk and
generate value with the leader in legal finance
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This communication shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any ordinary
shares or other securities of Burford.
Burford is the leading global finance and asset management firm focused on law. Its businesses include
litigation finance and risk management, asset recovery and a wide range of legal finance and advisory
activities. Burford is publicly traded on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE:BUR) and the London Stock
Exchange (LSE:BUR), and it works with companies and law firms around the world from its principal offices
in New York, London, Chicago, Washington, Singapore, Sydney and Hong Kong. For more information, please
visit burfordcapital.com.
© 2022 Burford Capital. All rights reserved. Burford, Burford Capital and the Burford logo design are
registered trademarks of Burford Capital
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An introduction from
Burford’s co-founders

The past two years have been defined by change—and adapting to it.
At Burford, we have spent that time partnering with our corporate
and law firm clients to help them navigate the unprecedented business
challenges they have faced.
As we wrap another year of results for our investors, we are proud to provide our clients
the following perspective on Burford’s business, the industry and our team. This year,
we want to introduce this publication by emphasizing three key points.

#1 Demand for legal services—and legal finance—is at a high
Recent research affirms that 2021 was one of the strongest years on record for the
legal industry—law firm revenue was the highest ever.¹
As demand for legal services grew, Burford witnessed increased appetite for our
cost- and risk-sharing solutions: We committed a record-breaking $1.1 billion to new
business in 2021—growing our portfolio of legal investments to over $5 billion.

#2 CFOs, GCs and law firm lawyers are hungry for data—but
need help understanding it
The value of legal analytics is widely recognized, with 66% of legal professionals
reporting that legal analytics made them better, more informed lawyers.² But few
companies, or law firms, have enough data or the expertise to analyze it on their own.
With a proprietary data set building on the 11,000 funding requests we’ve received
since 2009, Burford provides valuable insights—which can inform our clients’
strategies and planning. What’s more, last year, we also unveiled a crucial component
of Burford’s assessment process: How probabilistic modeling helps inform our decisionmaking, making us a strong business and a stronger business partner to our clients.
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#3 Choosing the right partner matters
Burford’s research reveals that GCs’ number one reason to choose a legal finance
partner is reputation and experience.³ This understanding reflects an important
reality: Funding relationships can span years, and litigation often involves
developments that are unexpected by all but the most experienced financiers and
litigants, so it is imperative that companies and law firms work with an experienced,
well-capitalized finance provider they can trust.
In 2021, Burford rang the closing bell to celebrate the anniversary of listing on the
New York Stock Exchange—which made us the only legal finance provider to be
publicly listed in both New York and London. This milestone underscores Burford’s
position as an institutional-quality capital provider, trusted by Fortune 500 and
FTSE 350 companies, as well as the world’s leading law firms. This reputation is
hard-earned: Eight out of ten senior in-house lawyers able to name any legal finance
companies cite Burford as the commercial legal finance company with which they
are most familiar.⁴ We are proud of the expertise, insight and data we have amassed
over the past 12 years, and we have seen time and again how this accrued wisdom
serves and benefits our clients’ interests. We look forward to working with you in
the year ahead.

Christopher Bogart

Jonathan Molot

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Investment Officer
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Burford 2021
year in review
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Growing scale and breadth
As the world’s leading provider of legal finance, Burford has the
capital and expertise to address the needs of the world’s largest
companies and law firms.
Corporate clients account for more
than half of Burford’s commitments

Burford’s average commitment size
has increased by 163% since 2009 5

$21M
2017-2021

$10M

2013-2016

$8M

2009-2012

56% CORPORATES

40% LAW FIRMS

4% OTHER

Clients use Burford’s capital across
a variety of commercial needs

Burford is the clear market leader,
multiples larger than its nearest
competitor 6

14%

BURFORD

24%

$6.5B

5%

$5.1B

8%

CURREN T IN V ESTM E N T
COM M ITM EN TS

10%
26%
13%

$2.4B

$1.5B

$1.2B

$1.0B

MIXED PORTFOLIO
CONTRACT
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ANTITRUST
ASSET RECOVERY

IP

ARBITRATION
OTHER

Global demand for Burford’s capital is on the rise
Cumulative commitments by region
$3.8B in 2021 / $725M in 2016⁷
N O RT H AME RI C A

EU ROP E

$1.6B

$872M

2021

2021

$450M

$141M

2016

2016

REST OF WORLD

$102M

ASIA

2021

$134M

$21M

2021

2016

G LOBA L

$8M

$1.0B

2016

2021

$105M
2016

NORTH AMERICA

EUROPE

ASIA

Clients in

GLOBAL

REST OF WORLD

Inquiries from potential
clients in

35

41

COUN T R IES

US STATES

93

COU NTRIE S 8
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Continued innovation to
meet client needs
Burford’s innovative legal finance solutions have become industry standards.
Porfolio finance
Since Burford invented it in 2010, portfolio finance (a capital facility financing multiple distinct
litigation and/or arbitration matters) has become a preferred tool among companies and law firms

1st

129

Portfolio in
2010

$3.6B

Portfolios from
2010-2021

Total commitment value
of portfolio finance

Monetizations
Burford pioneered monetizations (accelerating some of the expected future value of pending
claims and/or awards) in 2018—and has since accelerated litigation value for companies and
firms of all sizes, including Fortune 100 companies

Monetization and claim family commitments

1/2

15%

53%

Monetizations and claim families
represented more than half of new
commitments in 2021

2021 9

2018

In 2021, Burford provided custom solutions to unique client challenges
• A lawyer with a niche background needed to demonstrate proof of concept to get the law firm
on board with pursuing a newly identified family of claims. A $35 million portfolio facility derisked the opportunity and enabled the lawyer to generate new business for the firm.
• A food services organization had an ongoing claim that represented significant future value
for the company—but which would be unlikely to resolve for several years. Burford advanced
$10 million against the eventual expected proceeds, giving the company immediate access to
cash that could be reinvested in the business.
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Legal analytics to add
certainty to litigation
Burford’s data set and proprietary probabilistic modeling are
unique in helping clients forecast outcomes.

Companies want to make data-driven decisions, but lack access to—
and the expertise to interpret—litigation data
• Just 24% of financial officers report that they use quantitative financial modeling to make
decisions about litigation with the same rigor as in other decisions¹⁰
• Use of legal analytics in litigation finance in the US grew from 21% to 25% in 2021¹¹
• Burford’s vast data set helps better identify, prioritize and extract greater value from litigation assets

“ Our group is trying to leverage metrics to drive better decisionmaking associated with both defense- and plaintiff-side litigation.”¹²
— A S S O C I AT E G C , C O R P O R AT E L I T I G AT I O N , I N S U R A N C E C O M PA N Y

11,000

“We don’t have a portfolio of cases

Burford has reviewed over
11,000 matters since its founding

from which we can create metrics
for application to future matters.
Many of these cases tend to be their
own little unicorns.”¹³

96%

— A S S O C I AT E G C , D I R E C T O R O F L I T I G AT I O N ,
H E A LT H I N S U R A N C E C O M P A N Y

In 2021, Burford predicted returns
on concluded matters in its portfolio
with 96% accuracy ¹⁴
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Augmenting clients’ ESG and DEI
efforts with The Equity Project
In 2021, having committed $57 million from phase one of its
award-winning Equity Project initiative, Burford launched phase
two of The Equity Project, earmarking a further $100 million and
broadening its mission to address both female and racially diverse
lawyers who have been historically underrepresented in leadership
and partnership positions in the legal industry.
The expansion also includes a charitable component: When Equity Projectfunded matters resolve successfully, Burford will contribute a portion
of its balance sheet profits to organizations focused on advancing
women and diverse lawyers on clients' behalf.

How The Equity Project benefits companies and law firms

Incentivize firms to
ensure that clients
are represented by
women and diverse
litigators

Promote
conversations with
companies and firms
about representation
and origination
credit
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Augment and
advance existing
corporate diversity
and ESG goals

Recognition for The Equity Project
• New York Law Journal – Trailblazer (Aviva Will)
• GAR – Equal Representation Arbitration Pledge Award
• Financial Times – Innovative Lawyers Awards: Stand Out in Diversity
• Women Owned Law – Champion of the Year
• New York Law Journal – Distinguished Leader (Aviva Will)

“ The people at Burford have had an

“ We are delighted we can be part of

enormous and positive impact in my
career, and particularly in providing
many of the opportunities I have
had to do incredible work. Burford’s
commitment to The Equity Project and
the principles behind it truly mean a
lot to me... I am honored to be leading
a case that is part of the Project.”

this important initiative and hope
we can serve as a representative
example of successful funding of
diverse and female lawyers. And
wonderful that Burford builds in the
donation component too.”
— E Q U I T Y P R O J E C T C A P I T A L R E C I P I E N T,
L I T I G AT I O N B O U T I Q U E

— E Q U I T Y P R O J E C T C A P I T A L R E C I P I E N T,
L I T I G AT I O N B O U T I Q U E

A company recognized its opportunity to
advance its ambitious DEI goals by working
with a litigation team that reflected racial
diversity—while gaining access to an immediate
cash infusion. The charitable component of The
Equity Project once the case resolves will further
reinforce the company’s internal ESG efforts.

$100M+

C L I E NT

committed

Fortune 100 company

EQU I T Y PRO J EC T C R I T E R I O N

As of February 28, 2022, Burford
surpassed $100 million in commitments
made to back commercial litigation and
arbitration led by female and racially
diverse lawyers

Racially diverse litigation team

AMO U NT
$10 million

DI S PU T E
Contract

FI NANC I NG
Monetization
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Client outlook:
Key 2022 trends
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#1 GCs are transforming
affirmative recovery programs
Affirmative recovery programs—that is, initiatives to recover money
for the business by pursuing meritorious litigation claims when
their companies are harmed—are increasingly common. But many
legal leaders report room to improve and expand these programs.

Systematic affirmative recovery programs
have the potential to convert in-house legal
departments from cost centers to revenue
generators. Legal finance can ease this transition
by supplying capital to pursue valuable cases
without adding cost or risk to the business. And
with more than 12 years of experience evaluating
well over 11,000 legal matters, Burford has the
expertise to help companies identify and assess
the best cases for the business.

Effective programs follow four best practices:

1.

Adopt a systematic approach to pursuing
affirmative recoveries

2.
3.
4.

Leverage data and insights
Collaborate with finance and business unit peers
Increase capital certainty and efficiency by
funding program with legal finance

2 3
of

“ Every legal department should have
an affirmative recovery practice.”

Law firm lawyers identify increased
competition from traditional and
emerging competitors as a very
important challenge ¹⁵

— A S S I S TA N T G C , L I T I G AT I O N ,
H E A LT H I N S U R A N C E C O M P A N Y

“ Everything about what I do is about

3 5

the value that the legal department
generates for the company, so new
creative ways of generating revenue
and reducing risk are very appealing.”

of

GCs interviewed say their companies
neglected to pursue meritorious
recoveries due to cost ¹⁶

— G C , M U LT I N A T I O N A L L O G I S T I C S
COMPANY
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#2 CFOs are accelerating
litigation value
Litigation and arbitration are highly unpredictable—and, as a
result, CFOs often discount the potential value of pending claims,
uncollected judgments and awards.
Monetization (advancing a portion of expected claim value) enables
companies to realize the value of their litigation and arbitration assets
without waiting for legal processes to resolve.
Enhance liquidity

Eliminate downside risk

Increase budget certainty

Accelerate the value
of a portion of claims,
judgments or awards to
reinvest in the business

Reduce or eliminate
operating expense and lock
in a guaranteed minimum
return from pending claims
regardless of the outcome

Time and allocate cash
flows as needed—either
across the business, or to
offset defense costs

Unable to agree on a valuation for their
claim, a company risked missing out on
the value of the client's slow moving legal
claim. Burford advanced a portion of its
expected return—and opened the door to
even more collaboration in the future.

“ [Monetization] eliminates the
uncertainty in payment, which is worth
the loss of some of the upside.”¹⁷
— GC, TECHNOLOGY COMPANY

C L I E NT
Major supply chain company

59%

A MO U NT
$32.5 million

DI S PU T E

of CFOs view claims as legal
assets because they represent
future cash flow ¹⁸

Antitrust

FI NA NC I NG
Monetization
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Understanding the appeal of monetization for
companies and law firms
Defining monetization

Benefits

Simply put, monetization advances some of the
expected value of a pending claim, judgment or
award. It means clients can potentially unlock
from 2% to 50% of pending value rather than
waiting years for matters to settle or resolve at trial.

• Certainty: Control timing of cash flows and
“lock in” guaranteed return
• Return on investment: Get capital at deal
close for immediate use in the business
• Inflation hedge: Cash now will be more valuable
than if delayed years for settlement or trial

A monetization is not the sale of a claim: The client
maintains control and retains meaningful upside
when the matter resolves successfully.

• Defense solution: Advanced funds can offset
other costs, including defense positions
• Flexibility: Monetization works alone or
alongside funding of litigation fees and expenses,
and can complement recovery insurance

If the matter loses, the client keeps all monies
advanced.

• Cash preservation: Eliminate or reduce
impact of litigation on operating expenses

How monetization works
MONETIZATION AGREEMENT
Client maintains control

Clients may wait years to
see cash from pending
claims. Instead of waiting,
a recent client used a $20M
claim monetization to open
four new retail stores in
high value neighborhoods.

Clients who sell claims
lose out on future upside
regardless of how the matter
resolves. Monetization
provides cash at close without
this loss of value.

CASH AT DEAL CLOSE
Typically 2%-50% of expected claim value,
based on risk

CASE WINS

CASE LOSES

Client receives
meaningful upside,
and Burford recovers
advance and earns
return

Client keeps
monies advanced
and owes nothing
to Burford
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Rather than bearing 100%
of the risk, clients can
use monetization to shed
downside and ensure a
minimum positive outcome
regardless of loss.

#3 Law firms reported
unprecedented growth—and
face new challenges
Law firm growth and demand have accelerated at a pace not seen
in over a decade. But this growth is not without its challenges:
Increasing expenses, the competition for new talent and adapting to
a hybrid work model continue to disrupt the bottom line.¹⁹
Legal finance, particularly portfolio finance,
enables law firms to focus on revenue growth and
enhancing operational efficiencies, even amidst
continued upheaval.

“Anything to help reduce the cost
burden on the client is welcome…
We are moving toward greater use
of third-party finance.” ²⁰

• Facilitate growth: Expand or add practices, open
new offices or take more matters on contingency
while sharing risk with a capital provider

— PARTNER, GLOBAL L AW FIRM

• Offer financing alternatives: Adapt pricing
structures to meet client needs and address fee
fatigue—while securing better pricing for capital
An entrepreneurial litigation boutique had
identified matters for funding that didn’t
meet Burford’s investment criteria for
single-case financing—but which Burford
could include in a portfolio facility.
The firm’s partners used the availability of
capital to develop more creative solutions
for their clients, while reducing the risk
profile for the firm overall.

• Provide business insights: Partner with Burford
to identify strategic potential claims to help
clients generate revenue or enhance liquidity—
and gain a competitive edge by demonstrating
an understanding of the commercial issues
faced by GCs and CFOs

64%

C L I E NT
Global law firm

of lawyers say that the more law
firms innovate how they use outside
finance, the better equipped they will
be to serve clients ²¹

AMO U NT
$75 million

DI S PU T E
Mixed

FI NANC I NG
Portfolio finance
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#4 Business intelligence
will drive litigation and
enforcement strategies
Entering the third year of a pandemic that has disrupted supply
chains and emboldened bad actors means more of the same for
claimants facing recalcitrant debtors: Enforcement strategies will
continue to be more time consuming, riskier and more expensive.
Burford’s award-winning asset recovery team
has multi-jurisdictional experience tracing
assets, working with local counsel and securing
valuable business intelligence on behalf of clients.
By combining these insights with Burford’s
funding, companies and law firms can make
informed decisions about litigation strategy,
with full confidence they will have the capital
backing needed to ensure their awards are legally
implemented.

“ What sets Burford apart... is its in-house
international asset recovery business. [They
played] a valuable part in [putting] together
a coherent claim which led to a satisfying
resolution... They were also responsive, thoughtful,
and an overall pleasure to work with.”
— PARTNER, TOP GLOBAL L AW FIRM

An effective enforcement strategy enables
companies and firms to:

An international extractives company
had won a significant arbitral award—
but faced a government-debtor that
resisted payment. Burford’s asset recovery
specialists identified actionable insight
into the sovereign’s asset position to help
the counterparty develop a negotiation
strategy, which ultimately led to a
significant settlement agreement.

• Access intelligence to inform engagement
strategy and effect settlement
• Identify and trace assets of individuals,
commercial entities or sovereign states
• Receive advice on feasibility of enforcing any
judgment or award and recommendations for
local counsel and advisors

C L I E NT

49%

Extractives company

DI S PU T E
Arbitral award against a sovereign state

of CFOs said that their organizations
opted not to pursue enforcement of
judgments due to cost—and half of those
CFOs reported unenforced judgments
valued over $20 million²²

S O LU T I O N
Asset recovery & enforcement
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#5 Expansion of legal finance
will continue in Asia, Australia
and DACH region

Conditional fee arrangements
now available for arbitration in
Singapore and Hong Kong

finance—and they expect to partner with finance
providers who have the experience and expertise
to add value beyond capital. With in-house
litigation and arbitration underwriters seated in
offices around the world, Burford's can provide
valuable insight to multi-jurisdictional matters,
which our clients often use to inform their
litigation decisions.

Two key Asian arbitral centers are taking steps to
align with other major courts: New legislation in
Singapore permits conditional fee arrangements
in international arbitration and other proceedings;
and a recently published report from the Law
Reform Commission of Hong Kong similarly
recommends lifting prohibitions on the use of
outcome related fee structures by lawyers in
arbitrations and related court proceedings. The
availability of risk-based fee structures in the
region will benefit fee-fatigued clients and enable
law firms to leverage alternative fee arrangements
to be more competitive in winning new business.
Legal finance is a natural complement to
alternative fee arrangements, offering clients and
law firms a partner to share risk and manage costs
related to arbitration.

Award monetization will
become increasingly popular in
the DACH region
While the use of litigation finance in the DACH
region has been well-established—and generally
welcomed—for more than 20 years, it has long
been misunderstood as an option limited to
cash-constrained claimants. More recently,
however, blue-chip companies are exploring
award monetization.
Legal finance is now regularly used by Global
100 law firms and blue-chip companies. And
many of those law firms and companies are
exploring award monetization. By monetizing an
outstanding commercial judgment or award in
part or in full, claimants can immediately secure
the financial benefit of their recovery without
delay and without the risk or cost of enforcement.
With access to permanent capital and a track
record of success, Burford is unique in its ability
to monetize claims of all sizes, including claims
valued at or over €100 million.

GCs and CFOs in Australia will work
with finance providers to offset
the cost and risk of large-scale
corporate claims
Australia’s recently proposed 30% fee cap on
funded class actions has a notable carve-out for
corporate claims, ensuring companies have access
to legal finance. Notably, Burford has observed
that companies with high-value litigation and
arbitration claims increasingly are exploring legal
16

Get in touch with
Burford
To learn more about working with Burford, visit burfordcapital.com
or email us at info@burfordcapital.com.
New York

London

Chicago

Washington

350 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017
+1 212 235 6820

Brettenham House
2-19 Lancaster Place
London WC2E 7EN
+44 20 3530 2000

353 N. Clark Street
Suite 2700
Chicago, IL 60654
+1 312 757 6070

1750 K St. NW
Suite 300
Washington, DC 20006
+1 202 788 0888

Singapore

Sydney

Hong Kong

10 Collyer Quay Level 40,
Ocean Financial Centre,
Singapore 049315
+65 6817 6218

Level 19
1 O’Connell Street
Sydney NSW 2000
+61 8607 8890

Level 20, One ifc Hong
Kong, No. 1 Harbour
View Street, Central,
Hong Kong
+852 3461 3463
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The gold standard in
legal finance.
“Working with Burford, you
have sophisticated people...
who really understand
litigation risk and how to
assess cases.”
—JOHN B. QUINN, CO-FOUNDER, QUINN
EMANUEL URQUHART & SULLIVAN LLP

“Burford, as one of the earliest and most
successful funds, has attracted really smart,
talented lawyers and that has helped them gain
a reputation for being able to pick winning
cases and assess cases that are likely to win.”
—PARTNER, AML AW 100 L AW FIRM

“Burford [was] not there just to provide
financial muscle. They also played a crucial
and significant role.”
—PARTNER, LEADING L AW FIRM

“Burford's integrity, professionalism and
legal skill are second to none.”
—BARRISTER, LEADING LONDON CHAMBERS

“[Burford was] quick to pick up on important
points that could turn a case in either a
negative or positive way and also the key
strategic issues that would have to be decided.
As funders I believe that they would bring
value to the table by virtue of the varied
experience that they have across jurisdictions
and also types of cases.”
—PARTNER, LEADING L AW FIRM
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Burford Capital has earned a reputation as the leading provider of
commercial legal finance in the world. Since its founding in 2009,
hundreds of corporations from startups to the Fortune 500 have
worked with Burford.

Award-winning team

Band 1

8

ranked by Chambers
in the US and UK for
litigation finance, asset
tracing & recovery

1

Lawdragon 100
global leaders in
legal finance

Three

Financial Times
top 10 innovator

New York Law
Journal trailblazers

Institutional-quality finance partner

NYSE-listed
the only finance provider to be publicly
listed in New York and London

93

AmLaw 100 firms

&

89

Global 100 firms

have sought our funding for their
clients or firms

Industry-leading expertise

96%

In 2021, Burford predicted returns
on concluded matters in its portfolio
with 96% accuracy

140+
employees drawn
from top firms and
corporations

55+
Lawyers

Unmatched scale

$1.1B

committed in
2021

$5.1B

current investment
portfolio

Multiples larger than next
largest publicly traded
competitor ¹

1 Based on reporting of combined litigation finance investments, unfunded core litigation finance investments and other investments as of March 28, 2022.
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